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In conjunction with the problem of transforming a given optimization 
problem into a form from which the functional equations of dynamic pro- 
gramming are obtainable, Karp and Held (1967) made clear the relation between 
a certain class of decision processes and dynamic programming from the view 
point of automata theory. 
This paper also follows the line of Karp and Held, and presents a number 
of new concepts. First we assume that a given optimization problem is discrete 
and deterministic: it is given in the form of discrete decision process (ddp). 
Then we define six classes of decision processes: dp (sequential decision proc- 
ess), msdp (monotone sdp), smsdp (strictly monotone sdp), pmsdp (positively 
monotone sdp), ap (additive process), and lmsdp (loop-flee msdp). The sdp 
is considered as a general model of a decision process with finite states. The 
msdp is a subclass of sdp's from which the functional equations of dynamic 
programming are obtainable. The smsdp, pmsdp, ap, and lmsdp are subclasses 
of msdp's, which have simpler structures than that of msdp. In fact, simpler 
solution methods for solving the resulting functional equations are available 
for these subclasses. Two types of representation theorems are first proved 
for each class of decision processes: one is the w (weak)-representation heorem 
which is a necessary and sufficient condition for a given ddp to be realized by 
a decision process of the specific lass in the sense that both have the same set 
of optimal policies, and the other is the s (strong)-representation theorem, which 
assumes the coincidence of cost value for each feasible policy in addition to 
the above condition. 
Based on the w-representation theorems, various properties of sets of optimal 
policies are investigated for each class. In particular, it is shown that although 
sets of optimal policies of sdp and msdp are not dosed under most of operations, 
they are closed for smsdp, pmsdp, ap, and Imsdp. In fact, a set of policies can 
be a set of optimal policies of an smsdp, pmsdp, or ap if and only if it is regular 
(i.e., accepted by a finite automaton). For an lmsdp, a set can be a set of optimal 
policies if and only if it is finite. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Bel lman's investigation of a class of optimization problems under  
the name of dynamic programming (Bellman, 1957, Bel lman and Dreyfus,  
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1962), many efforts have been made to put the theory on more rigorous 
mathematical basis. Among them are Mitten (1964), Schreider (1964), 
Nemhauser (1966), Denardo (1967), Denardo and Mitten (1967), Karp and 
Held (1967), Elmaghraby (1970) and Bonzon (1970). In particular, Karp and 
Held (1967) made clear the relation between a discrete decision process 
(ddp) (it is assumed that the original optimization problem is given in this 
form) and a finite-state monotone sequential decision process (msdp) (a gen- 
eral model from which the well-known functional equations of dynamic 
programming are obtainable) by making use of automata theory. 
This paper also starts with a given ddp. As finite-state models to represent 
a given ddp, six classes of decision processes are defined: sdp (sequential 
decision process), msdp (monotone sdp), smsdp (strictly monotone sdp), 
pmsdp (positively monotone sdp), ap (additive process) and lmsdp (loop-free 
msdp). The class of sdp's is considered as the most general model of discrete 
and deterministic optimization problems with finite states. On the other hand, 
the class of msdp's is a subclass of sdp's to which Bellman's "principle of 
optimality" is applicable (i.e., the functional equations of dynamic program- 
ming are obtainable) and hence considered as a mathematical model of the 
discrete and deterministic dynamic programming. Classes of smsdp's, 
pmsdp's, ap's, and lmsdp's are subclasses of msdp's for which simpler solu- 
tion methods are available under appropriate additional assumptions (Iba- 
raki, 1972a). This paper does not deal with nondeterministic or probabilistic 
models of decision processes. They will be topics of the future research. 
Definitions of sdp, msdp, and ap similar to those as mentioned above were 
already used in Karp and Held (1967). In spite of some nontrivial differences 
in their definitions, the underlyning idea is essentially the same. The notions 
of smsdp, pmsdp, and lmsdp are newly introduced. 
The first results obtained in this paper are two types of representation 
theorems for six classes of decision processes: one is the w-representation 
theorem that gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
decision process of the specific class with the same set of optimal policies 
as the given ddp. The other is the s-representation theorem that gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a decision process of 
the specific class with the same set of feasible policies and the same cost 
value of every feasible policy (and hence the same set of optimal policies) as 
the given ddp. The w-representation theorem is a new concept, whereas the 
s-representation theorems for sdp, msdp, and ap were investigated by Karp 
and Held (1967). Since we are mainly concerned with optimal policies in 
most of practical optimization problems, w-representation theorems may be 
used to modify a given problem into a problem with simpler structure, with- 
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out altering the set of optimal policies. Then the resulting simpler problem 
may be solved. In this sense, w-representation is important from the practical 
view point. 
In conjunction with w-representations, properties of the sets of optimal 
policies of six classes of decision processes are also explored. In particular, 
their closure properties are made clear. Although the closure properties of 
sdp and msdp are somewhat pathological, the sets of optimal policies are 
closed under most of typical operations for smsdp, pmsdp, ap, and lmsdp. 
It is in fact shown that a set of policies can be a set of optimal policies of an 
smsdp, pmsdp, or ap if and only if it is regular (i.e., accepted by a finite 
automaton). Furthermore, a set can be a set of optimal policies of an lmsdp 
if and only if it is finite. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
A discrete decision process (ddp) I¢" is a system (27, S, f )  or (Z, f ) ,  where 
27: a finite nonempty alphabet (a set of primitive decisions); 
Z*: the set of all strings (policies) composed of symbols of Z; 
E stands for the null string; 
S C Z*: a set of feasible policies (strings); S is sometimes omitted from 
the definition, implicitly implying S ~- Z*; 
f: S --~ E, where E is the set of real numbers; f is the cost function. 
A policy x a Z* is feasible if x a S, and optimal if x c S ^ (Vy a S)(f(y) >/ 
f(x)). The set of optimal policies of Y is denoted by O(Y). Thus a ddp may 
be considered as a general description of an optimization problem. Examples 
of ddp's are given in the next section. 
A finite automaton (fa)M is a system (Q, 27, qo, A, Q~.) or (Q, 27, qo, A), 
where 27 is the same as defined above, and 
Q: a finite nonempty set of states; 
q0 ~- Q: the initial state; 
A: Q × 27--~ Q, the state transition function; 
~F C Q: the set of final states; QF is sometimes omitted from the defini- 
tion, implicitly implying QF ~ Q. 
A can be extended to Q x Z* --+ ~ inductively by the rules A(q, ~) ~ q and 
A(q, xa) = A(A(q, x), a) for Vq ~ ~, Vx E 27", Va c 27. A(x) ~ A(%, x) is used 
for convenience. F(M) = {x I 7t(x) ~ QF} is the set of strings accepted by M. 
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A set B C 27* is regular if there exists an fa which accepts B. For details of 
fa's, see e.g. Rabin and Scott (1960), Harrison (1965) and Hopcroft and 
Ullman (1969). Some properties will be mentioned in Section 4. 
Now a sequential decision process (sdp)H is defined by H = (M, h, ~o), 
where M = (Q, Z, qo, A, Qr) or (Q, Z, qo, A) is an fa and 
h is E × Q × Z -+ E, the cost function of H;  
~:o e E is the initial cost value of state qo • 
h is also extendible to E × Q × Z*--+ E by h(~, q, e) = ~, h(~, q, xa) = 
h(h(~, q, x), A(q, x), a) for V~: ~ E, Vq ~ Q, Vx 6 Z*, Va 6 27. ~(x) = h(~: 0, qo, x) 
is used for convenience. A policy x ~ 2"  is feasible if x ~F(M) (if Qp is not 
given in the definition of M, we assume that QF = Q). The set of all feasible 
policies is denoted by F(/7)(= F(M)). x ~ Z* is optimal if 
x ~F(n)  ^  (Vy eF(n))(h(x) ~< ~(y)). 
The set of all optimal policies is denoted by O(H). 
Let H = (M, h, ~o) be an sdp. If  h satisfies h (6 ,  q, a) ~< h(~:2, q, a) for 
Vq ~ Q, Va e Z and V~I, ~2 E E such that ~1 ~ ~z, h is monotone and H is a 
monotone sequential decision process (msdp). Le t /7  = (M, h, ~:0) be an msdp 
and let G(q) = min{~(x) 1A(x) ~ q} for q e Q. (The existence of the minimum 
is assumed.) Then we have (Karp and Held, 1967) 
G(qo) = min[~:o, min{h(G(q'), q', a) l h(q', a) -~ q0}], 
(1) 
G(q) = min{h(G(q'), q', a) Ih(q', a) = q} for q ¢= q0. 
These are the so-called functional equations of dynamic programming, and 
often give rise to efficient computational procedures for obtaining x ~ 0(/7) 
for a wide class of msdp's. (In general, however, (1) is not more than dis- 
playing one structual aspect of msdp. It is in fact proved (Ibaraki, 1971) for 
a more restricted version of msdp that there exists no algorithm to obtain 
x e 0(/7) of an arbitrarily given 17.) 
These definitions are slightly different from those of Karp and Held, in 
that the present ones do not have the parameter set which was used by them 
to represent a family of decision processes obtainable by changing an appro- 
priate set of parameters. 
Four subclasses of the class of msdp's are now introduced. An msdp 
H = (M, h, ~o) is a strictly monotone sequential decision process (smsdp) if h 
has the additional property: ~:1 < ~2 => h(~l, q, a) < h(~2, q, a) for 
V~I, se2 ~ E, Vq ~ Q, Va E Z. An msdp /7 is a positively monotone sequential 
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decision process (pmsdp) if h has the addkional property: h(~, q, a) ~> ~ for 
V~ E E, Vq ~ Q and Va ~ X. An additive process (ap) is an msdp for which h 
has the functional form h(~, q, a )= ~ 4- ¢(q, a) for V~ ~E, Vq E Q and 
Va ~ Z', where ¢: Q × X-~ E is independent of ~:. Finally, a loop-free msdp 
(lmsdp) is an msdp H with F(17) finite. 
Now,  ~Qsdp is defined by ff2Sd p = {O(-/~) I jr/: sdp}. ~msdp , ~'~smsdp , -Qpmsdp ,
Dap, £21msdp, are similarly defined. 
Finally, consider a ddp !f = (2, S, f )  (or (Z, f ) )  and an sdpH 
(M(Q, S, %,  ~, QF), h, ~o). H weakly represents (w-represents) if if 0(17) 
O(Y) holds. In other words, Y" is w-representable by an sdp if and only if 
O(Y) ~ Dsap. Next, 17 strongly represents (s-represents) F if F(17) = S and 
h(x) ~- f (x)  for all x ~ S hold. Obviously 17 w-represents Y if it s-represents Y.
17 is a minimal w-representation (s-representation) of Y by an sdp if any 
sdp/7 = (M'(Q', X, q0', ;t', QF'), h', ~:0') which w-represents (s-represents)Y" 
satisfies1 ] Q' I/> I QI. w(s)-representations and minimal w(s)-representations 
are similarly defined for each class of msdp's, smsdp's, pmsdp's, ap's, and 
lmsdp's. 
3. EXAMPLES OF sdp ANn msdp 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider a complete graph F = (N, A) with the set of 
nodes N = {1, 2,..., n} and the set of arcs A = N × N. With each arc 
(i, j )~  A, the length dij ~ E is associated. Let No C N. Our problem is to 
find the path with the minimum length which starts from node 1, passes 
through every node in N o at least once and eventually reaches node n. The 
path length is given by dz = ~(i,j)ei dij for path /= {(1,/1), (/1, i2) ..... (ie, n)}. 
Now let 2 = {1, 2,..., n} be the set of primitive decisions where i ~ Z is 
interpreted as "go from the present node to node i." Then the above problem 
is formulated as a ddp Y: Y= (X, S, f )  where X = {1, 2,..., n}, S 
{x : ili2 "'" ikn ] {1, i l , /2  ,..., i~, n} D No} (x = iii2"" i~n stands for the 
policy "start from node 1, visit nodes i1 , i 2 ,..., i k and n in this order") and 
f (x) = dli ~ 4- dil~ ~ 4- "" 4- d,~n for x = ili2 .." i~n. 
Next we construct an sdp H = (M(Q, 27, %, A, Qf), h, ~:0) which s-repre- 
sents Y. Let (B, i) = {ili ~ ".. i j l {1 ,  i~ .... , ix, i} c~ N O = B} and Q = 
{[B, i] ] B C No, i ~ N}. If we letQv ~ {[No, n]}, qo = [¢~, 1] (;~ is the empty 
set) and define t by 
t [Bu j ,  j] if j~N o 
;~([B, i], j) ~ ([B, j] otherwise, 
1 For a set A, J A I denotes the eardinality of _/1. 
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it is obvious that (B,j) = {x ] A(x) - -  [B,j]} and hence F(11) = S. Thus for 
se0 = 0 and h defined by h(~:, [B, i ] , j )  = ~ + dij, h(x) =f(x )  holds for any 
x eF(II). Th is /7  s-represents Y. Incidentally, H is also an msdp since h is 
obviously monotone. In this case, the functional Eq. (1) derived from H can 
be solved as a shortest path problem as described in Ibaraki (1970). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let a ddp Y: (Z ,  S, f)  be given by Z={a,  b}, 
S = {aib j I i >~ 0, j ~> 0} and 
f(aibJ) = t~-- j if i >/ j 
otherwise. 
Thus O(Y)={xeZ*[ f (x )  =0} ={a ib  j[j>~i>~O}. An sdp11= 
(M(Q, 2, q0, A, QF), h, ~o) s-representing Y can be constructed as follows. 
Define C1 ,C2 ,C  aCZ'*  by C l={a i [ i> /0} ,  C 2={a ib  J [ i />O,j>O} 
and C3 = 27* --  C 1 --  C a. An faM is given by Q = {[C1] , [Ca], [Ca]}, h 
defined by a( [q ] ,  a) = [q ] ;  A([cl], b) = a) = [C3]; b) = 
[6'2]; h([C~],a) = h([Cs],b ) = [C~] (see Fig. 1), q0 = [C1] andQF = {[C~], [C2]}. 
For this M, Ci = {x e Z* ] A(x) = [Ci]} holds for i = 1, 2, 3. ThusF(11) = S. 
Finally let ~:0 = 0 and define h by h(~:, [Ca] , a) = ~: @ 1; h(~, [Ca] , b) = 
FIG. 1. 
b 
qo : [ci  ] 
QF = ( [CI]'  [C2] } 
State transition diagram o£/7 of Example 3.2. 
h(~, [Cz], b) - -  maxE( - 1, 0]; h(#, [C2], a) = h(~, [C3], a) = h(~, EC~], b) = 0. 
Since it is obvious that h(x) = f(x) for all x e S (= F(11)), 1I s-represents Y.
/7 is also an msdp as easily verified. In Section 10, it is shown in detail how 
to systematically obtain this s-representation. This example will be carried 
along throughout the paper to illustrate methods for obtaining s- and w-rep- 
resentations by various types of decision processes. 
Other many interesting examples are found in Karp-Held (1967), most of 
which are taken from problems in operations research. 
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4. PROPERTIES OF RIGHT INVARIANT EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 
The right invariant equivalence relations defined on X* were introduced 
for the study of fa's (Rabin and Scott, 1960). Since they are also important 
in the subsequent discussion, we summerize their properties in this section. 
Some results are new. 
Let R, T be equivalence relations on X*. T refines R if xTy ~ xRy, and 
this is denoted by T ~< R. The relation ~< is a partial ordering relation as 
easily verified. Let B C X* and an equivalence relation R be given. If  
xRy ~ (x ~ B ~ y ~ B), then R refines B. For B C X* and an equivalence 
relation R, B/R stands for the set of equivalence classes of B under the equiva- 
lence relation R. I B/R [ is the number of equivalence classes in B/R. An 
equivalence relation R on X* is right invariant if xRy ~ (Vz e 2*)(xzRyz). 
A(B) stands for all the right invariant equivalence relations which refine B. 
In particular, A(X*) is the set of right invariant equivalence relations. Now 
let RT~, k ~ K where K is a set of indices, be equivalence relations on Z*. 
Then R = A~ r R~ is the equivalence relation on X* defined by xRy~ 
(Vk ~ K)(xR~y). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. I f  R k ~ A(X*)for all k c K, then R(= A ~K Rk) e A(X*). 
Proof. 
xR s ~ (Vk ~ K)(xRky) ~ (Vz c X*)(Vk ~ K)(xzR~yz) ~ (Vz ~ 2*)(xzRyz). 
Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let B C X* and equivalence relations Rk , k e K, be 
given. I f  there exists at least one R~ which refines B, then R = A ~x RI~ refines B. 
Proof. Assume that R~ refines B. Then xRy ~ xR~y ~ (x ~ B ~ y ~ B). 
Thus R refines B. Q.E.D. 
From Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, the following corollary is immediately 
obtained. 
COROLLARY 4.3. I f  R k E A(B), h ~ K, where B C 2", then A~I~ R~ c A(B). 
For B C Z'*, define the equivalence relation Re by 
xR~y ~ (W ~ z* ) (x~ c B ~ yz  e B). 
In other words, XRBy <~ ({x}\B {y}\B), where A\B denotes 
{y [ (3x c A)(xy E B)}. For this R e the following property holds [Harrison, 
1965, p. 302]. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. For a given B C X*, R~ ~ A(B). Furthermore any 
R e A(B) satisfies R ~ R B . 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For a given B C X*, (A(B), >/) forms a complete lattice 
with the universal upper bound R B and the universal ower bound I (identity 
relation, i.e., xly ~ x = y). For P C A(B), the glb (greatest lower bound) of 
all Rk ~ P is given by R ~ ARk~l, R~ . 
Proof. To prove that (A(B), ~)  forms a complete lattice, it is required 
to show that any nonempty subset P C A(B) has the glb in A(B) [Birkhoff, 
1948, p. 49]. Let R = AR~p Rk. It is obvious that R e A(B) and R ~< R~ 
for all R~ e P. Next consider T ~ A(B) such that T ~< Rk for all Rk e P. 
Then xTy ~ (VRk e P)(xRky)~ xRy. Thus T ~< R and hence R is the 
glb of P. Furthermore RB is the universal upper bound by Proposition 4.4. 
It is also obvious that I is the universal lower bound. Q.E.D. 
The next proposition is also obvious. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. For a given B C X*, (A(B), >~) forms a complete sub- 
lattice of (A(Z*), >~). 
Now let B C X* be given, and define AF(B ) = {R ~ A(B) [ [ Z*/R ] < oe}. 
AF(B ) is possibly empty. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. (AF(B), >~) forms a sublattice of (A(B), />) and hence 
of (A(X*), >~). R B is the universal upper bound of (Av(B), >~) if AF(B ) is not 
empty. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, RB is the universal upper bound of (AF(B), >/) 
if AF(B ) v~ 25. Now let RI , R 2 e AF(B). Then R = R~ A R~ e AF(B ) since 
ReA(B)  by Corollary 4.3 and ]Z* /R[~[Z* /R  1T × ]X*/R~[ <oo. 
Q.E.D. 
Note that (AF(B), >/) is not complete if Av(B ) va ;~, and does not have 
the universal ower bound. The following well-known proposition [Rabin 
and Scott, 1960] shows a relation between AF(B ) and fa's. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let B C Z*. AF(B) is nonempty if and only if B is 
regular. 
Now assume that T e AF(B ) is given. The following fa M is called 
the standard construction of T. M = (Q, X, qo, A, Qv) where Q = 
{[Ci] ] i • 1, 2,..., n} and X*/T = {C1, C 2 ,..., Cn}. A is given by )t([x], a) = 
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[xa] for Vx 6 27* and Va E 27, where [y] denotes the state corresponding to the 
equivalence class of 27"/T containing y. q0 = [el. QF is not explicitly speci- 
fied. For this M, xTy <=> ~(x) = A(y) obviously holds. In addition, if we let 
2VI = (Q, 27, %,  A, Qr), where QF = {[C~] ~ Q ] C i c B}, the next proposition 
is obtained [Rabin and Scott, 1960]. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. For M defined above, B = {x ~ Z* [ ~(x) ~ QF} = F(M) 
holds. 
The following two lemmas combine the above results with sdp and msdp. 
They will be used in deriving representation theorems in the subsequent 
sections. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let h': Z* -~ E (reals) be given and the equivalence relation 
Rh" on Z* be defined by xRh,y ¢> h'(x) = h'(y). Then there exists an sdp/7 = 
(M, h, Co) satisfying ~(x) = h'(x) for all x ~ Z* i f  and only if there exists 
T e AF(Z* ) such that T ^ Rh" E A(Z*). 
Proof. Necessity. Let sdp H = (M(Q, 27, qo, A), h, Co) have the above 
property. Define T by xTy ~> ~(x) = ~(y). Then [ Z* /T  ] = I Q ] < ~ and 
xTy ~ (Vz E Z*)(A(xz) = A(yz)) ~ (Vz ~ Z*)(xzTyz). Thus T E As(Z*). 
Next consider Rl,'(= R~). x(T ^ R~)y ~ ~(x) = ft(y) ^  h(x) = I~(y) => 
(gz e Z*)(A(xz) = 7t(yz) ^  ~(xz) = h(yz)) (since h(xz) = h(h(x), ,~(x), z) = 
h(a(y), i (y),  z) = ~(yz)) ~ (Vz e 27*)(xz(T ^  Ra) yz). Thus T ^ R~ ~ A(£*). 
Sufficiency. Assume that T ~ AF(Z* ) such that T ^ Rt~' ~ A(Z*) exists. 
Let Z* /T={C1,C  2,...,C~} and let M = (Q, Z, %,  A) be the standard 
construction of T. For ~: E E and a G Z, define h by 
h(~, [Ci], a) = t h'(xa) if (Ex m Z*)(A(x) ~- [Ci] A h'(x) = ~:) (2) 
{any real number, otherwise. 
This is well-defined since T ^ R~, is right invariant and hence A(x)= 
A(y) ^  h'(x) ~- h'(y) ~ (Va ~ Z)(h'(xa) = h'(ya)). Finally let ~:o = h'(e) where 
e is the null string. Then/~(x) = h'(x) immediately follows. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.11. Let h' and Rj~, be defined as inLemma 4.10. Then there exists 
an msdp/7 = (M(Q, Z, qo, )t), h, Co) such that h(x) -- h'(x) for all x ~ Z*, 
if and only if there exists T~ AF(Z* ) satisfying xTy  ^  h'(x) ~ h'(y)=> 
(Vz c Z*)(h'(xz) ~ h'(yz)). 
Proof. Necessity. Let T be defined by xTy<:>~(x)=Tt(y). Then 
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T ~ Ae(27* ) and xTy ^  h(x) ~ h(y) ~ (Yz e X*)(xzTyz ^  h(h(x), ~(x), z) <~ 
h(li(y), ~(y), z)) (since h is monotone and )t(x) = ~(y)) => (Vz ~ Z*)(xzTyz A 
~(x~) ~< ~(y~)). 
Sufficiency. Note that the above condition implies T A Rh' ~ A(27") since 
xTy  ^  h'(x) = h'(y) 
xTy A h'(x) <~ h'(y) ^  h'(y) <~ h'(x) 
(Vz E 27*)(xzTyz ^ h'(xz) <~ h'(yz)  ^  h'(yz) <~ h'(xz)) 
<=> (Vz e 27*)(xzTyz ^ h'(xz) = h'(yz)) ~ T ^ R h, e A(27"). 
h defined in (2) satisfies h(~:~, q, a) < h(~:2, q, a) for all q E Q, a ~ 27 and 
sel ~< ~:~ such that (3x, y ~ 2*)(~(x) = )t(y) = q ^ ~:1 = h(x) ^  ~:2 =/~(Y)). 
Recall that h(~, q, a) can be defined arbitrarily if there exists no x e 27* such 
that ~(x) = q ^ ~: =/~(x). Thus it is obviously possible to define h so that 
h(~el, q, a) ~< h(~:2, q, a) holds for any a e 2J, q e Q and ~:1, ~ e E such that 
~ ~< ~e. The resulting H is an msdp. Q.E.D. 
5. WEAK REPRESENTATION OF A ddp ~Y AN sdp 
Before presenting the w-representation theorem by an sdp, let us introduce 
one more definition. Let W = {Uj C2J* I j  = 1, 2,.., m} be given where Uj 
are mutually disjoint. T e A(Z*) jointly separates (J-separates) ~ if x ~ U i ^ 
ye  Uj a xTy ~ i = j  holds, i.e., each C~E27*/T intersects at most one 
UjcW. 
THEOm~ 5.1. For a given ddp Y = (Z, f ) ,  let U=-- O(Y). Then there 
exists an sdp which w-represents Y (i.e., U ~ X2sdp) if and only if there exists 
T E AF(Z* ) which J-separates U/Ru(= {U1, U 2 ..... U~}). 
Proof. Necessity. Assume that sdp/7  = (M(Q, 2J, q0, A, QF), h, (0) w- 
represents Y. Let T be defined by xTy ~ ~(x) = ~(y). Obviously T ~ AF(Z* ) 
(see the proof of Lemma 4.10). Then xTy^x,y~U~xTy^~(x)= 
]~(y) ~ (Vz e Z*)(xzTyz n h(xz) = ~(yz)) ~ (Vz e X*)(xz E U <=> yz e U)¢:~ 
xRuy .  Thus T J-separates U/R U . 
Sufficiency. Let M ~ (Q, 27, q0, A) be the standard construction of T. 
Note here that if U = ~,  we can define ~:o and h o f /7  = (M, h, ~o) by 
~:o = 0, h(~:, q, a) = ~: --  1 for V~: e E, Vq ~ Q, Va ~ 27, resulting in sdp H 
satisfying O(H) -  ~.  Thus we assume U =/~ 2~. Define h' so that (i) 
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h'(x) = O for x~ U, (ii) h'(x) > O for x 6 U and (iii) xTy  ^  h'(x) = 
h'(y) <=~ xTy  ^  xRuy .  Such h' exists since T J-separates U/R U . Now define 
Rn, by xRh, y <=~ h'(x) = h'(y). Then T ^ R~,.(= T ^ Ru) ~ A(Z*) by defini- 
tion of R U and Corollary 4.3. Thus by Lemma 4.10, there exists an sdp H = 
(M, h, 4:o) satisfying ~(x)= h'(x) for all x ~Z*.  0 (17)= U holds since 
0(17) = {x [ h'(x) = 0} = U by definition. Q.E.D. 
Note that the sdp 17 obtained in the proof of the sufficiency of the theorem 
satisfies F(17) = Z*. Thus in this case, we have {O(H) [ 17 : sdp}(= f2sap) = 
{O(17) [ 17 : sdp with F(17) = Z*}. This implies that QF in the definition of 
sdp 17 does not play any significant role in the w-representation. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let Y be a ddp and U = O(Y). (1) I f  U ~/?sop, then 
I U/Ru I < ~.  (2) I f  there exists an sdp H = (M(~, Z, q0, h), h, ~o) with 
[ ~ [ = ] U/Ru ] w-representing Y, then 17 is a minimal w-representation f F 
by an sdp. 
Proof. Obvious from the fact that [Q I ~ I Z*/T[  >/] U/R U [ since 
T J-separates U/R v . Q.E.D. 
The next proposition provides a convenient characterization of the condi- 
tion in Theorem 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let ~P {UI , U 2 ,..., U~} be a family of mutually dis- 
joint subsets of Z*. Then there exists T c A /Z* )  which J-separates W if and 
only i f  there exist regular sets Di ,  i = 1, 2 ..., m, such that Di D Ui and 
D i D UJ~ i Uj ,  where Di  = Z*  - -  D i . 
i 
Proof. Since D i is regular, let T i E AF(D i )  and T - -  i=l T i  . It  is obvious 
that T ~ AF(Z* ) and J-separates }P- :  {U1, U2 .... , U~}. The converse is 
also obvious. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider U(= O(Y)) = {aib j ]J >~ i >~ 0} (see Example 
3.2). Z*/R v consists of the following equivalence classes: d i = {d}, i = 
0, 1, 2,..., where Ai \U  = {a~b ~ [ l >~ i+ k}; B o = {akb ~ ] l >~ k >~ 0, l > 0}, 
whereB0\U = {b k ] k >~ 0};B i = {akb ~ ] k -- l = i, l > 0},i = 1, 2,...,where 
oo o~ 
Bi\ g = { b~ ] k >~ i}; D = Z* --  (Ui=o Ai) --  (I.Ji= 0 Bi). In particular, U/R u 
has two equivalence classes d 0 and B o . Now consider T defined by 
Z* /T  = {C 1 , C~}, C 1 = {~}(= A0) and C 2 = Z* - -  {e}(= (I..)~ 1 di) u 
co 
(Ui=o Bi) k9 D). Obviously T e A~(Z*) and T J-separates (do,  Bo} (- -  U/Ru). 
Let M=(Q,X ,  qo,A ) be the standard construction of T, where 
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Q = {[ca], [c2] } and A is given by Fig. 2. To obtain an sdp H = (M, h, ~:0) 
w-representing Y, h' used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is first defined: 
l~ if xeU~AoWBo,  
--1/i if xeA i ,  i=  1,2,..., 
h'(x) = - -1 / i  if xeB , ,  i=  1,2 ..... 
if x~D.  
Then ~0 and h are determined according to the proof of Lemma 4.10: fo = 
h'(e) =- 0; h(~, [ca], a) = 1; h(~, [ca], b) ----- 0; h(~, [C~], a) = (4 - ~)/(3 - ~) if 
0 < ~ < 2 (since if x ~ Ai then xa e Ai+ 1 and for ~ = 2 --  1/i, h(~, [C2], a) = 
2 -- 1/(i + 1) ----- (4 --  ~)/(3 - -  ~) holds), 3 if f >~ 2 or f = 0; h(~, [C2], b) = 0 
if ~1 ,  (4~- -5 ) / (~- -  1) if 1 <~<2,  0 if ~=2,  (9 - -2~) / (4 - -~)  if 
2 < ~ < 3 and 3 if ~ >~ 3. It is esay to confirm that H actually w-represents 
Y. This w-representation is minimal by Corollary 5.2 (2). 
a,b @ a , b  
no = [c I ]  
FIG. 2. State transition diagram offa of Example 5.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. U = {aib j ] i = j >~ 0} e f2sdp • But U = {aib J [ i >/ j  >t. 
0} ~ f2sap since [ U/R U ] ~ oe. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let U C Z* be regular. Then U ~ $2sa p . 
Proof. AF(U ) is nonempty since U is regular (see Proposition 4.8). Let 
TeAF(U  ) and M=(Q,  27, qo, A, QF) be the standard construction of T 
with QF ~ {[Ci] eQ]C i e U/T}. Define sdp H = (M, h, ~o) where ~:o and h 
are given by ~o = 0 and h(~, q, a) = ~: for V~: e E, Vq e Q and Va ~ 27. It is 
easy to prove that 0(17) = {x 1A(x) e QF ^/~(x) = 0} = {x [A(x) e Qr} = U. 
Thus O(/ / )  = U. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let U 'CX* .  Then U= U 'b (={xb[xeU '})~tgsa  p 
and U -~ min U ' (= {x e U' [ no proper prefix 2 of x E U'}) E ~~sdp , where it is 
assumed that b ~ 2 (i.e., b works as an endmarker). 
Proof. Since U/R v consists of a single equivalence class U in either case, 
y is a prefix o£ x if x = yz for some z e 27*. It is a proper prefix of x if [ z I > 0, 
where ] z ] is the length of z. 
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D = 27* works as a regular set satisfying conditions of Proposition 5.3. 
Thus U ~ Dsap follows. Q.E.D. 
6. PROPERTIES OF ~Qsdp 
The closure property of Dsap and related topics are discussed in this sec- 
tion. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let U, V ~/2sap • Then U c~ V ~ f2sap • 
Proof. For W =-U o V, R u h R v ~ Rw is easily proved. Therefore 
] W/Rw ] ~ I  U/Ru[ × [ V/Rv] < oo holds. Next, let Tr:, Tv ~AF(Z*) 
J-separate U/Rv and V/Rv respectively. Then Tw = Tu ^ Tv E Ae(Z*) 
(see Corollary 4.3) and J-separates W/R• since xT•y ~- xTvy  ^ xTvy  => 
(Vx, y ~ U) (xTvy ~ xRcry) ^  (Vx, y ~ V) (xTvy ~- xRvy)  (since Tu and 
Tv J-separate U/Ru and V/Rv) ~ (Vx, y e W)(xT~vy ~ xR~y).  Thus 
W ~ f2sdp by Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let U, V eSQsdp, but (1) Uw V, (2) U = Z* - -  U, 
(3) UV = {xy i x e U, y E V}, (4) U R { xR I x ~ U} where x R = a~a,~_l "" a 1 
for x =a la  ~ ""a~, a j~£,  (5)g(U), where g(U) is a homomorphism of U 
(e.g., Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) (6) U/V = {x [ (3y ~ V)(xy ~ U)}, may not 
belong to f2sdp respectively. 
Proof. We prove (1) only. Other cases can be similarly proved. (1) Let 
U = {a i ] i ~> 0} and V = {aib ~ I J >~ i >~ 0}. Then U ~ ~Qsap since U is 
regular (see Corollary 5.4) and VEf2sdj) was proved in Example 5.1. For 
W = U k) V, however, W/Rw consists of the following equivalence classes: 
A~ = {ai}, i = 0, 1, 2,..., where Ai \W = {a ~ I h ~ 0} k3 {akb ~ I k -~- i ~ l}; 
B = {akb ~ ] l ~> h, l > O}, where B\W= {b ~ ] k >~ O}. Thus ! W/R~v ] =or  
and W 6 ~Qsdv by Corollary 5.2. Q.E.D. 
The next theorem exhibits a relation between g2sav and classes of formal 
languages. 
T~IEOREM 6.3. (1) Osap includes the class of regular sets. (2) There exists 
U C X* which is a context free language but not in ~Qsdp • (3) There exists 
U(C 2:*) ~ £2sdp which is not recursively enumerable. 
Proof. In Corollary 5.4 (1) was proved. Example 5.2 proves (2) since 
{ aibj I i >~ j >/0} is a context free language. To prove (3), let U' C 27* be a 
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set which is not recursively enumerable. Let b q~ Z and let U = U'b. Then 
U is still not recursively enumerable but U ~ f2sap by Corollary 5.5. Q.E.D. 
This extreme generality demonstrated by property (3) above is due to the 
fact that no restriction is imposed on the functional form of h of sdp H = 
(2VI, h, 6o). A slightly restricted version is therefore discussed by Ibaraki 
(1971) under the additional assumption that/~ be a recursive function on Z*. 
7. STRONG REPRESENTATION OF A ddp BY AN sdp 
For a given ddp Y = (Z, S, f) ,  consider the equivalence relation Rr 
defined on 27" by xRyy <~ xRsy  ^  (Vxz c S)(f(xz) = f(yz)). (Obviously 
xz e S .~ yz ~ S since xRsy. ) Define ~ = {A: I Aj ~ S/Rr  ^  (Vx ~ Aj)(f  (x) = 
p)} for each p ~ E. (Note that Ry refines S by definition.)With ese notations, 
the next s-representation theorem is given. This theorem was first stated by 
Karp and Held (1967) in somewhat different context. 
THEOREM 7.1. For a given ddp Y = (Z, S, f ) ,  there exists an sdp which 
s-represents Y if and only if there exists T E AF(S ) which J-separates hv~ for 
every p E E. 
Proof. Necessity. Let sdp H = (M(Q, Z, qo, A, Qr), h, ~o) s-represent Y. 
Define T by xTy~>A(x) =A(y). Then T~AF(S), since S ~-F(M). 
Now let B~ = {xe S If(x) =p}. Then x ,y~B~  ^  xTy ~ h(x) = h(y) ^  
xTy ~ (Vz eZ*)(/~(xz) = [i(yz)^ xzTyz) ~ (Vxz e S)(f(xz) = ~(xz) = 
h(yz) = f(yz))  ^  (Vz c Z*)(xzRsyz) (since T ~ Rs) ~ xRry .  Thus T J- 
separates 5v~ for all p ~ E. 
Sufficiency. Let M = (Q, Z, q0, A, QF) be the standard construction of T 
with ~)F = {[CJ [ C~ ~ S/T}. Define h' on Z* such that (i) h'(x) =f(x)  for 
x ~ S, and (ii) h'(x) = h'(y) ^  xTy <:~ xR~y ^  xTy. This is possible since 
T ]-separates ~ for all p ~ E and h'(x) can take on any value for x q! S. 
For this h', the equivalence r lation Rj: is defined by xRh,y ~;- h'(x) = h'(y). 
Since Ry ~ A(Z*) by definition, so is T A R~, (= T ^ Ry). Thus by Lemma 
4.10, there exists an sdpH = (M, h, ~:0) satisfying /~(x)= h'(x) for all 
x ~ Z*. This H obviously s-represents 1/". Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider a ddp Y=(Z ,  S, f )  of Example 3.2, where 
Z--{a,b},  S~-{a~b ~]i>/O,j>~O} andf(a~b : )= i - j  if i> j ,  and 0 if 
i<~j. Z*/R s={(21,C2,Ca} where C~={a t l i>~0}, C 2=(a~b:[ i>~0,  
j>0},  C a=Z*-  C l<)C  2. It is clear that S=C tuC 2. S/Ry then 
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consists of the following equivalence classes: (a) Ai = {a~}, i = 0, 1, 2,..., 
where Ai \D l~=a ~-~ for j= i ,  i+  1,... and ~ if j< i ;  Ai\D2~= 
{at~b ~] max (k + i - l, 0) = j ,  l > 0} for j  = 0, 1, 2,.... Here the notation D~ = 
{x ~ C~ [f(x) = j} ,  k = 1, 2 andj  = 0, 1, 2,..., is used. (b) B 0 = {d~b ~ I l >~ k, 
l > 0} where Bo\D~o = {b ~ [ k >~0} and Bo\D~ = ;g otherwise. (c) Bi = 
{akb ~ [ k --  l = i, l > 0}, i = 1, 2 .., where B~\D2o = {b ~ I k >/i}; Bi\D~ = 
{b i-~} if/>~ j > 0 and N otherwise. From this we can see that W~ = {A~, B~}, 
~o co  
p = 0, 1, 2,.... Since C~ = Ui=oAi and C2 = U~=0Bi, it follows that 
R s ~ Ae(S) ]-separates each }P~ = {A~, B~}, p = 0, 1, 2,.... Thus F is 
s-representable by an sdp. 
8. WEAK REPRESENTATION OF A ddp BY AN msdp 
To proceed to the w-representation theorem by an msdp, we require new 
definitions. 
For UCZ* ,  define an ordering relation %v on 27* by x~uy¢~ 
(Vz ~ Z*)(yz  ~ U ~ xz c U). Equivalently x ~uY <=> (x}\gD {y}\g.  
PROPOSITION 8.1. ~U is a pseudo ordering ~. 
Pro@ x ~v x by definition. 
x <~y  ^  y <~: z ~ {x}\U~ {y}\u  ^  {y ) \U~ {z}\u 
{x}iUD {y}\g  <~ x ~,v  Z. Q.E.D. 
Next, let R ~ A(U) and B C X*. Extend ~.u to B/R by (VAi, Aj  E B/R) 
(Ai ~v  Aj ~=> (3x ~ A i , 3y E As)(x %u Y)). Since R ~ A(U), i.e., R ~ Ru , 
Ai %u Aj ~;- (Vx E Ai , Vy ~ A~)(x ~u Y) <=> Ai\ U D Aj\ Uhold. In particular, 
~-~u on Z*/R U plays an important role in the subsequent discussion. It is 
sometimes characterized by Pu C £*/R U × 2* /R  v defined by 
(VA~, A s ~ Z*/Ru)((A~, As) c Pv ~ A~ ~v A~). 
Pu' C Pu is then defined by 
Pu' = Pu -- {(Ai , A~) ~ Pu I A~ C U ^ A s C U ^ i ¢ j}. 
a A binary relation ~ on set A is apseudo ordering if (i) (Vx ~A)(x ~ x) and 
(ii) (Vx, y, z ~ A)(x ~ y A y ~ Z ~ X % Z) hold. It is a partial ordering if (iii) 
(Vx, y ~ A)(x ~-~ y ^ y ~ x ~ x -- y) holds in addition to (i) and (ii). It is a total 
ordering if (iv) (Vx, y E A)(x ~ y v y ~ x) holds in addition to (i), (ii) and (iii). 
643/2I[5-z 
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PROPOSITION 8.2. The relation ~.v defined on B/R, B C ~* and R ~ A(U), 
is a pseudo ordering. In particular, if R = Rv , ~v  is a partial ordering (hence 
Pv is a parital ordering). Furthermore, Pu' is also a partial ordering. 
Proof. It is proved in a similar manner to Proposition 8.1 that ~--M v is a 
pseudo ordering on B/R. If R = Rv , Ai ~,v A~ ^  Aj %v Ai <:> Ai\U = 
AA U ~ (Vx ~ Ai)(Vy ~ Aj)(xRv y ) => A i = A t . Thus %v is a partial order- 
ing on B/Re • To prove that Pv' is a partial ordering, it is sufficient to show 
that 
(VAi, Aj , A~ e 27*/Rv)((A~ , Aj) e Pv' A (At, A~) E Pu' => (Ai , Ae) ~ Pc'), 
since other conditions are automatically satisfied by the fact that Pu(D Pv') 
is a partial ordering. By definition of Pv', (d i ,  dj)~Pv'=> (A i C U ^ 
A t(~U) v (N~(~U^A~.~U)  (note eEA~\U if A~CU but eq!A~\U if 
A~(~U). Hence (A i ,A t )~Pu 'A(At ,A~)ePu '  ~(A~CUAAk~-U)  v 
(Ai ~- U ^ A~ ~- U) => (Ai , Ak) e Pu'. Q.E.D. 
B C 27* is said monotone with respect o U if, for any x, y ~ B, x--<~vY or 
Y ~ v x holds. 
PlmVOSlTIOSI 8.3. B is monotone with respect to U if and only if %v 
defined on B/Rv is a total ordering. 
Proof. (Vx, y ~ B)(x %u y v y ~v  x) <=> (VA,, Aje  B/Rv)(A~ ~v A~ v 
A~. de  Ai) <=> ~,v on B/R v is a total ordering relation. Q.E.D. 
Let ~-~ be any relation on Z*/R, where R ~ A(27"). Let [x], [y] denote 
equivalence classes ~ X*/R containing x e Z* and y e 27* respectively. <~ is 
right invariant on Z*/R if [x] ~-~ [y] ~ (Vz e Z*)([xz] ~ [yz]). 
PROPOSITION 8.4. For UCZ*  and R ~ A(U), --<~v is right invariant on 
X*/R. 
Proof. Assume Ix] ~.tr [Y] for [x], [y] ~ Z*/R. If [xz] ~.v [yz] does not 
hold for some z ~ 27*, there exists w e 27* such that x(zw) 6 U ^ y(zw) ~ U. 
This contradicts he fact that [x] ~.tr [y]. Q.E.D. 
Since Pv is a partial ordering, it is conveniently illustrated by the graph 
/'or defined as follows: (i) for each A i ~ X*/Ru, there exists a node named 
Ai in I 'v,  and (ii) for Ai ,  At ~ Z*/Rv,  if Ai ~-~v At and there exists no 
A~ E 27*~Re, k ~ i, k ¢ j ,  such that Ai ~.v A~ ~.u Aj, node A~- is placed 
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above node Ai in F u with edge (Ai, Aj) attached between them. The graph 
/~u' is similarly defined for Pu'. For Pu', define Nu' by 
Nv' = {K C 2*/Ru I (VA,, Aj ~ K)((A~ , Aj) 6 Pu' ^  (A~ , A~) 6 Pu')}. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Consider U = {aib ~ I J ~ i ~ 0}. As shown in Example 
5.1, Z*/R u consists of equivalence classes: Ai = {a~}, i = 0, 1,...; B 0 = 
{a~b~ll>/k>~O, l>0};  B~={a~b~[h- - l= i ,  l>0},  i~  1,2,...; D= 
- -  ~ A ~ B Z* (.Ji=o i -  0 =0 i. The partial ordering Pu is illustrated in F U of 
Fig. 3. We can see that Ao ~u A1, Ao ~.v B o .... , Bi ~u D, A lOuD,  etc. 
;'u' obtained from/'u is shown in Fig. 4. Some K E N u' are also illustrated 





FIG. 3. Graph Pv for U= {a~b j[j >~ i>/ 0} of Example 8.1 ((~ shows the 
equivalence classes in U/Rv). 
THEOREM 8.5. A ddp Y = (Z, f )  is w-representable by an msdp, i.e., 
U(= O(Y)) ~ 1-2nasdp, if and only if there exists T c AF(Z* ) such that T J-sep- 
arates U/Rv(= {U1, U 2 .... , U~}) and moreover every equivalence class 
C~ ~ Z*/T is monotone with respect o U. 
Proof. Necessity. Let /7= (M(Q,X, qo, h, Qe), h, ~0) be an msdp 
w-representing the ddp Y. Then T ~ Av(Z* ) defined by xTy <~ ~(x) = ~(y) 
J-separates U/R e (Theorem 5.1). For x ,y~C~Z*/T ,  assume that 
/7(x) ~<h(y) holds, without loss of generality. Then /~(x)~</7(y) 
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(~'z ~ 27*)(h(xz) ~ [i(yz)) (since h is monotone) ~ (Vz ~ Z*)(yz ~ U 
xz E U) ~ x ~eY.  Thus Cj is montone with respect to U. 
Sufficiency. Since U e ~msap is obvious if U = ;~ (see the proof of the 
sufficiency of Theorem 5.1), we assume that U v~ ;~. Define h': Z ' * -+E 
satisfying the following conditions: (i) h'(x) ~ 0 if x ~ U; (ii) h'(x) ~ 0 if 
x ¢ U; and (iii) h'(x) ~ h'(y) A xTy ~ Ix] ~e  [Y] ^ xTy, where [x] and 
FIG. 4. 
Ct-~/,' 
Graph/'~r" of U = {aib j I j ~> i ~> 0} (broken circles indicate sets K ~ Nor'). 
[y] are equivalence classes of Z*/R e containing x and y respectively. Such 
h' obviously exists since ~e is a total ordering relation on each Cj/Re (Pro- 
position 8.3), Cj~Z*/T, and Ix] C U in each Cj/Re (if any) satisfies 
Ix] ~e  [Y] for all [y] E Cj/Re by definition. Even if we have ...x i ,  x0, x 1 .... 
satisfying "" [xa] ~t r  [x0] ~u [xa] ~--<e"" and '" ,  x_lTxo, xoTx 1 ,... (ob- 
viously [xi] ~ U for i . . . . .  1, 0, 1,...), we can have h'(x) > 0 since h'(xi) 
takes on a real value (for example, we can define h'(x) so that 0 < h'(x~)< 1 
may hold for all i . . . . .  1, 0, 1,..). Now let M = (Q, z', q0, A) be the 
standard construction of T. For the equivalence r lation Rh' defined by 
xRl~,y .~> h'(x) -~ h'(y), T A Rn, ~ A(Z*) holds since T a Rn, = T A Re by 
condition (iii) above and T, Re@A(~* ). Finally, xTy A h'(x) <~ h'(y)-~ 
xTy A [x] ~e  [Y] ~ (Vz ~ •*)(xzTyz A [xz] ~'~e [yz]) (by Proposition 8.4) 
(Vz ~ X*)(xzTyz A h'(xz) <~ h'(yz)). Thus by Lemma 4.11, there exists 
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an msdp H -- (M, h, ~0) with/~(x) = h'(x) for all x • Z*. 0(17) = U since 
x e 0(17) ~ h'(x) = 0 ~ x e U. Q.E.D. 
This theorem shows that ](" satisfying O(Y)~ £2msdp is w-represented by 
an msdp H with F(17) = Z* since the msdp 17 constructed in the proof of 
the sufficiency satisfies F(17) ~- 2*. Thus we have f2msap = {O(H) I 17 is an 
msdp} ~- {O(17) [ 17 is an msdp with F(17) = 2*}. 
COROLLARY 8.6. (1) Let T • AF(Z*). Then T J-separates U/R U and all 
Cj • Z* /T  are monotone with respect o U if  and only if T J-separates every 
K ~ Nu'. (2) There exists T • AF(2* ) which J-separates U/R U and for which 
all Cj • Z* /T  are monotone with respect o U if and only if there exist regular 
sets B1, B2 ,..., B,, such that 
B i ~- Z* 
i=1 
and for all k 
(VAi,  A j  • X*/Rv)(Ai  n B~ ~ ~ A Aj  c~ B~ ¢ 
(Ai ,  Aj) • Pu' V (A j ,  Ai) • P j ) .  
Proof. (1) Obvious from the definition of Nu' and Proposition 8.3 
qT~ 
(2) Let T~ • Ae(B~) , i = 1, 2,..., m and let T ~ A~= 1 Ti.  Then T satisfies 
conditions of (1). The converse is also obvious. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 8.7. I f  g E ~'~msdp , there exists m = max{] K ] ] K e Nu'}. 
Then any msdp which w-represents a given Y with O(Y) ~ U requires at least 
m states. 
Pro@ Obvious from the fact IQ] = IX*/T[ /> IKI for all KeNv '  , 
derived from Corollary 8.6. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Again consider a ddp Y" = {2, S, f}  of Examples 3.2, 
5.1, 7.1, and 8.1 for which g (= O(Y)) = {aib ~ [j >~ i >~ 0}. Fu and F U' 
are, respectively, given in Figs. 3 and 4. Define T eAe(X*  ) by Z* /T - -  
{C1, Ce}, where 
C 1 = {ai[ i  >/0} = i=o ~) d i  and C 2 = 2J*- -  C 1 = (i0o.= B i )u  D 
(see Example 8.1). C 1 , C 2 are monotone with respect o U since T J-sepa- 
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rates all K E Nv '  in Fig. 4 (see Corollary 8.6 and Fig. 4). h' used in the proof 
of Theorem 8.5 may be given by 
l 
i if x~A~,  
h'(x) ~ 1 - -  1 / ( i+ 1) if xeB , ,  
1 if x~D.  
i = 0, 1, 2,.., 
i=0 ,  1,2 ..... 
These T and h' yield the msdp/7 = (M(Q, Z', q0, A), h, ~0) (see Lemma 4.11), 
where M is shown in Fig. 5 and 4:0, h are given by ~:0 = 0; h((, [C1] , a) = 
a a ,b  
qo = [cl ] 
FIG. 5. State transition diagram of fa M of Example 8.2. 
+ 1; h(f, [C~], b) = 1 -- 1/~ if ~ ~> 1 and 0 if ~ < 1; h(~,. [C2], a) = 1; 
h(~,[6'2] ,b )= l  i f~>/1 ,  (2~--  1)/s e i f  1 >~>1/2 ,  and0 i f  ~½.  h i s  
in fact monotone. This is also a minimal w-representation f 1 p by an msdp 
by Corollary 8.7 since max{[ K] IKENu '}  = 2. Note that T used in 
Example 5.1 also has two equivalence classes but one of them (i.e., C 2 of 
Example 5.1) is not monotone, and hence cannot give a w-representation by
an msdp. 
EXAMPLE 8.3. U = {aib j [ i ~ j ~ 0} 6 K2msap since U 6 f2sdp by Example 
5.2. U = {aib j ] i = j >/0} ¢ Qmsdp • This is because Ai = {a i} c Z* /Rv ,  
i = 0, 1, 2,..., but neither Ai ~v-//~ - nor _//j ~u  d~ holds for i :/:j. Hence 
K = {di ] i = O, 1,...} e Nu'  and [ K ] = oo. Similarly, it is possible to prove 
{a¢bJc [ j >/ i >/ O} ~ ~Qmsdp , {a ib~c 1 i >~ j >/ O} ~ ~"~msdp but {aib~c I i : j 
9. PROPERTIES OF f2msdp 
THEOREM 9.1. Let U, V ~ SQmsdp, but (1) U C~ V, (2) U k3 V, (3) U, 
(4) UV, (5) U R, (6)g(U), (7) U/V, and (8) rain U, may not belong to 
/2msdp, respectively. 
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Proof. We prove (1) only. Other cases can be similarly proved. (1) Let 
U={#bJc ] i>~j~O} and V={a~bk]j>~i>~0}. U, V~f2msd~ by 
Example 8.3. However, Un V={a ib Jc l i= j  ~> 0}q~f2msav s shown in 
Example 8.3. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.2. g2savD £2msdp. 
Pro@ Obvious since U={aib i l i>/O}~Dsap but U6/2msdp, by 
Examples 5.2 and 8.3. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 9.3. (1) £2msdv includes the class of regular sets. (2) There exists 
U C X* which is a context free language but not in g2msdp • (3) There exists 
U(C 27") ~ g?msa9 which is not recursively enumerable. 
Proof. (1) is obvious since the sdp H used in the proof of Corollary 5.4 
is also an msdp. The proof of Theorem 6.3 (2) is also valid for (2). To prove 
(3), let Ug = {a~Wc ]j ~ g(i) >~ 0} where g is a function Z+ --+ Z+ (Z+ is the 
set of nonnegative integers) such that (Vi ~ Z+) (g(i) >/i) and i ~ j ~ g(i) <~ 
g(j). For any such g, it is possible to prove that Ug ~ Dmsap in a similar 
manner to Example 8.2. From the definition of Uo, there is one-to-one 
correspondence b tween g and U~. Although there are only countably many 
recursively enumerable s ts, it is not difficult o prove that there are contin- 
uously many function g's satisfying the above conditions. Thus there must 
be Ug which is not recursively enumerable. Q.E.D. 
10. STRONG REPRESENTATION OF A ddp BY AN msdp 
Now define an ordering relation ~-~r defined on 2J* for a given ddp Y 
(Z, s ,Z) by x%yy<~ xRsy ^  (VxzeS)(f(xz) <~f(yz)). For R, where 
R c A(S)^ R <~ Ry (Ry was defined in Section 7), extend ~y to B/R, 
BC27", by (VA i ,d j~B/R) (A i~yAsc>(3x~di ,  3y~dj)(x--<~yy)) (or 
equivalently (VAi , At ~ B/R)((Ai ~.~. Aj) ~;~ (Vx ~ Ai , Vy ~ Aj)(x ~r  Y))). In 
particular, ~r  on Z*/Rf is characterized byPy C 27*/Ry × 27*/Ry defined by 
(VAi  , A t ~ ~* /Ry) ( (A i  , A j )  ~ Py <> A~ ~ Aj). 
Py' C Py is then defined by 
Py' = Py -- {(Ai, Ag) ~ Pr I (3p ~ E)(Ai , A s ~ 7t~ ^  i =/= j)}. 
PROPOSITION 10.1. (1) d r  defined on Z* is a pseudo ordering. (2) ~-~r 
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defined on B/R, where B C Z* and R ~ A(S)  ^  R ~ Rr , is a pseudo ordering. 
(3) Py and Pl; are partial orderings. 
Proof. (1) x ~r  x is trivial. 
x~ry  ^ y~yz  
xRsy  ^  yRsz  ^  (Vxw E S)(f(xw) ~ f (yw)  ^  f (yw)  ~ f(zw)) 
xRsz  ^  (Vxw e S)(f(xw) ~f (zw) )  ~ x ~z .  
(2) This is proved in a similar manner to (1). (3) Py is a pseudo ordering by 
(2). In addition, (VA/, Aj E 27*/RJ(A i ~--~._dj ^ A~. ~r  ~/~ ~:~ (Vx e A~, 
Vy e Aj)(x ~y  y ^ y ~.~. x) ~ (Vx e A~ , Vy e Aj)(xRsy ^  (Vxz e S)(f(xz) ---- 
f (yz)))  <:> (Vx ~ Ai , Vy ~ A;)(xRyy) ~ A i = Aj). Thus Pr  is a partial order- 
ing. To prove that Pr' is a partial ordering, it is sufficient o show that 
(VAi, A j ,  A~ c 27*/Rr)((Ai, A~) e Py' ^  (A~, Ak) e Py' ~ (A,,  A~) e P~/), 
since other conditions automatically hold by definition of Py'. Now 
(VAi, Aj ~ 27*/R¥)((Ai, A~) ~ P~; ^  i v~ j ~ (Ai ~ Tq ^  Aj ~ T r ^ q < r) v 
(A/(~ S ^ A~. (~ S)) holds. Thus (V_di, A~, A~ e 27*/Rr)((Ai, A~) ~ Pr' ^ 
(A~-, A~) e P~' ~ ((A i ~ t/tq A A7 ¢ e 1/t r A q < r) v (A i (~ S A i~  (~ S)) 
(A¢, A~) ~ By'). Q.E.D. 
A set BCZ*  is monotone with respect to Y= (2, S, f )  if for any 
x, y e B, x ~y  or y ~r  x holds. 
PROPOSITION 10.2. B C 27* is monotone with respect to Y if and only if 
~y  is a total ordering on B/Ry . Q.E.D. 
Proof. (Vx, y ~ B)(x ~yy  v y ~,  x) <:, (VAi, As E B/Rr)(Ai ~y  A s v 
Aj ~,  Ai) <:> ~--<~, is a total ordering on B/Rr .  
PROPOSITION 10.3. For a given ddp Y, ~y  defined on X*/R, where 
R ~ A(S) ^  R ~ Rr ,  is right invariant (see Section 8for the definition of right 
invariance). 
Proof. For xe[x ] ,ye[y ]  where [x], [y]eZ*/R,  REA(S)  AR~Rr ,  
Ix] ~r  [Y] ~ (Vz e 2*)(Vxzw e S)(xzRsyz  ^  f (xzw) < f (yzw))  
([xz] ~y  [yz])Cqz e Z*). Q.E.D. 
To illustrate P r ,  the graph F r is defined similarly to F v of Section 8, with 
~v  replaced by ~y and Aj E Z*/R v replaced by A s ~ Z*/Ry.  Fy' is similarly 
defined by PS. For Py', define Ny' by 
Nr' = {K C Z*/Ry I (VA, , As e K)((Ai , Aj) ¢ Pr' ^ (As, A~) ~ Pr')}. 
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EXAMPLE 10.1. Consider the ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  of Example 3.2. It  was 
shown in Example 7.1 that S/Ry consists of equivalence classes: d i= {d}, 
i = 0, 1, 2,...; B o = {aib ~ ]j >~ i >~ O,j > 0} andBi  = {akb ~ ] h -- l = i, l > 0}, 
i = 1, 2,.... Furthermore, ~P~ = (A~, B~), p = 0, 1, 2 ..... To obtain all 
equivalence classes in Z*/Ry, we must add one more class: D = 
oo co 
X*- - [ . ) i=od i -  U~=oBi. Since Z*/R s consists of (see Example 7.1) 
C c~ ~ oo l=U i=0A¢,  C 2 ~ i=0Bi ,  and Ca = D, the ordering relation ~y 
between Ai's, and between Bi's (i.e., equivalence classes of 2*/Ry in the 
same equivalence class of 2*/Rs) are only considered. The resulting _Py is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. For example, A~%yAj ,  for i<~j, follows from 
(gz = a~b~)(f(a%) ~f(a~z)). F /  is the same as Fy.  K c Nr ' ,  for example, 
consists of sets {di ,  B j ,  D}, i >/0, j >/0. 
FIa. 6. 
C 1 C 2 C 3 
Graph P¥ of Y = (Z, S, f) given in Example 10.l. 
The next s-representation theorem is essentially a restatement of the main 
result obtained by Karp and Held (1967). 
THEOREM 10.4. A ddp Y = (27, S, f )  is s-representable by an msdp if 
and only if there exists T ~ AF(S ) such that T J-reparates ~ (defined in Sec- 
tion 7)for all p ~ E and moreover every equivalence lass C~ ~ Z*/T is monotone 
with respect to Y. 
Proof. Necessity. Let msdp/7  = (~I(Q, z, qo , A, Qr), h, (0) s-represent 
Y, and T be defined by xTy ¢> ,t(x) = ,~(y). Then T c AF(S ) and T ]-separ- 
ates hu~ for all p e E by Theorem 7.1. Furthermore, xTy a h(x) <~ a(y) 
(gz ~ Z*)(xzTyz ^  h(xz) ~ h(yz)) ~ (gxz ~ S)(xzRsyz ^ f(xz) ~f (yz ) )  =~ 
x ~yy .  Thus every C~ ~ Z*/T is monotone with respect o 1/'. 
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Sufficiency. Let M be the standard construction of T. Let h' be defined 
so that (i) h'(x)=f(x)  for x~S,  and (ii) xTy A x%yy~xTy  A h'(x) 
h'(y), may hold. This is possible since %y is a total ordering on each 
Ci/Rr by Proposition 10.2, where Ci E Z*/T. Then this h' can be used as 
h' in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 7.1. We have xTy ^  h'(x) 
h'(y) ~ xTy ^  [x] ~ .  [y] (where [x] and [y] ~ Z*/R~, contain x andy respec- 
tively) ~ (Vz ~ Z*)(xzTyz ^ [xz] ~,y [yz]) (Proposition 10.3) ~ (Vz ~ Z*) 
(xzTyz^ h'(xz)~h'(yz)) .  Thus by Lemma 4.11, we have an msdpH 
which s-represents Y. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10.5. Let T ~ AF(S) for a given ddp Y = (~, S, f) .  Then 
T J-separates every hv~, p ~ E and all Ci ~ X*/T are monotone with respect to 
Y if and only if T J-separates every K ~ Ny'. 
Proof. Obvious from the definition of Nr '  and Proposition 10.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 10.6. I f  a ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  is s-representable y an msdp H, 
then there exists m = max{I K ] l K E N~'} < o~. Any msdp H s-representing 
Y requires at least m states. 
Pro@ Obvious from the fact that I Q [ = 1X*/T[ >/ I K[ by Corol- 
lary 10.5. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 10.2. Consider the ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  used in Examples 3.2 
and 10.1. T'y (or Py') was given in Fig. 6. 
T~ AF(S ) which J-separates every K~ N~,' is, for example, given by 
co oo 
T = Rs,  i.e., X*/T ~ {C1, C2, CJ where C 1 = ~)i=0 A/,  C 2 = Ui=o Bi 
and C a = D. The transition diagram of the standard construction of T is the 
same as that given in Fig. 1 of Example 3.2. h' used in the proof of Theorem 
10.4 can be defined by h'(x ) = i if x ~Ai u Bi,  i = 0, 1, 2,.. and 0 if 
x E D. From this, function h of msdp H = (M, h, 6o) is obtained by follow- 
ing the proof of Lemmas 4. I0 and 4.11 : h(~:, [C1] , a) = {: @ 1 ; h(~, [C1] , b) 
h(~:, [C2] , b) = max[~ -- 1, 0]; h(s ~, [C2], a) = h(~, [Cs], a) = h(~, [C~], b) = 
0. It is not difficult to confirm that h is actually monotone. This is a minimal 
s-representation f if by an msdp as proved from max{] K [ [ K ~ Ny'} = 3 
and Corollary 10.6. This example explains how the s-representation of
Example 3.2 was obtained. 
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11. STRICTLY MONOTONE SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROCESSES (smsdp) 
Sections 11-14 discuss four subclasses of msdp's, i.e., smsdp, pmsdp, ap, 
and lmsdp (see Section 2 for definitions). The first three of them have simple 
structures that U C 2J* is w-representable by them if and only if U is regular. 
Furthermore, relatively simple algorithms are known for obtaining their 
optimal policies. The discussions on this algorithmic phase of the problem 
will be given elsewhere (Ibaraki, 1972a). 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let H = (M(Q, X, qo, A, Qe), h, ~o) be an smsdp. 
Assume that x E O(H), then for any q e Q such that x =yz  n 7~(y)= q, 
G(q) = min{//(w) ] w e Z* ^ ;~(w) = q} exists and moreover h(y) = G(q) 
holds. 
Pro@ I f  G(q) does not exist for q=J , (y )  (note that H(q)= 
inf{~(w) ]A(w) = q} always exists), there exists y '  ~ 27* such that >t(y') = 
i (y)  ^/~(y') </ / (y ) .  This implies (Vz e Z*)(A(y'z) = ~(yz)  ^  h(y'z) = 
h(h(y'), A(y'), z) < h(h(y), 7t(y), z) = h(yz) = h(x)) (since H is an smsdp), 
contradicting x = yz  ~ 0(17). Thus G(q) exists for all q = A(y) such that 
x = yz  ~ 0(17). Next assume that //(y) > G(q) where i (y)  = q ^  x = 
yz  ~ 0(17). Then fory '  e 27" such that A(y') = A(y) n h(y') = G(q), h(y'z) < 
h(yz). This contradicts x = yz  E O(H). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 11.2. U(C ~'*) E ~C2smsd p i f  and only if  U is regular. 
Proof. Necessity. Assume that U = O(H) for smsdp H = (M(Q, Z, %, 
A, QF), h, s%). First note that U is regular if U = ~.  Hence we assume that 
U @ 25. Then U e a ~ ~ (3q ~ Q~)(Vx ~F(17))(G(q)(=-- G*) <~ h(x)). Now de- 
fine an fa M'  = (Q', Z, qo , )t', QF') : Q' ~ Qa u {qa} where Qa = {q c Q ] G(q) 
exists} and qa works as a dead state. Note that q0 ~ Qa because U ~ ;g. QF' = 
{q [ q ~ Qa ~ QF ^ G(q) = G*}. A' is defined for Vq c Q', Va ~ x by A'(q, a) = r 
if A(q, a) = r ^ q, r ~Qo ^  h(G(q), q, a) = G(r); A'(q, a) = qa otherwise. It  
is obvious that M '  accepts x 6 Z* (i.e., A'(x) c QF') if and only if it(x) ~ QF, 
/~(x) = G* and, for any y such that x = yz  ^ A(y) = q, h(y) = G(q) holds. 
Thus we have U(= O(H)) =F(M' )  by Proposition 11.1. This proves that 
U is regular. 
Sufficiency. Obvious from the fact that the sdp H used in the proof of 
Corollary 5.4 is also an smsdp. Q.E.D. 
A stronger statement can be said about the proof of the sufficiency. Namely, 
if U~ ~Qsmsap , there exists an smsdp H with F(H)= X* (i.e., Qe = Q). 
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Such H can be constructed as follows: Let T E AF(U ) and M = (Q, Z, q0, A) 
be the standard construction of T, and let Qv ={[Ci] eQ[C~E U/T}. 
Define smsdp H = (M, h, 60) by 
l~ if qo~Qv 
60= if qoCQv, 
{ 6 if (q~QuAA(q ,a )~Qv)V(q~QuAA(q ,a )~Qv)  h( ( ,q ,a )= 6+1 if q~QvAA(q,a)  6Qv 
6-1  if q(~QvAA(q,a)~Qv. 
It is easy to prove that U = {x [A(x) ~Qu} = {x [A(x) = 0}. Therefore, 
•smsdp = {O([/) I x/~ is an smsdp} = {O(H) I-f/is an smsdp withF(H) = 2~*} 
holds. 
THEOREM 11.3. Let U, VeDsmsap, then (1) Un  V, (2) Uu V, (3) U, 
(4) UV, (5) U R (6) g(U), (7) U/V and (8) min U also belong to Sgsmsd p . 
Proof. It is well known that the class of regular sets is closed under these 
operations (e.g. Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969). Q.E.D. 
To discuss the s-representation theorem by an smsdp, we introduce anew 
ordering relation <~l- for a given ddp Y = (2J, S, f )  : x~ry<=~ (xRsy ^  
((Vxz e S)(f(xz) <f (yz ) )  v xRry)), where Ry was defined in Section 7. 
For As, A s ~ X*/Rr, As <%, Aj ~ (~x ~ Ai ,  3y E A~)(x ~-rY) (or equiv- 
alently (Vx ~ As, Vy ~ A~)(x ~-rY)). For the relation ~_~_y, the following 
propositions immediately follow. Proofs are omitted since they are similar 
to those of Propositions 10.1-10.3. 
PROPOSITION 11.4. (1) ~i" defined on X* for a ddp Y -= (X, S, f )  is a 
pseudo rdering. (2) ~r  defined on B/Rr , B C X*, for a ddp Y = (X, S, f )  is 
a partial ordering. 
A set B C ~'* is strictly monotone with respect to ddp lr if for any x, y ~ B, 
x ~-~i,Y or y ~<~r x holds. 
PROPOSITION 11.5. B C Z* is strictly monotone with respect o a ddp Y if 
and only if ~y  is a total ordering on B/Ry. 
PROPOSITION 11.6. For a ddp Y, ~-l" defined on .~*/Ri, is right invariant. 
As a result of these propositions, the next s-representation theorem by an 
smsdp is similarly proved. 
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THEOREM 11.7. A ddp Y = (~, S, f )  is s-representable by an smsdp i f  
and only i f  there exist T e A~(S) such that T J-separates W~ for all p ~ E and, 
moreover, every equivalence class Ci ~ 27*/T is strictly monotone with respect 
to Y. 
To obtain an smsdp /-/ which s-represents /7, a graph similar to F~ or 
F~' may be used to exhibit the partial ordering <:jy on 27"/R~. The discussion 
is also omitted since it may be done in parallel to that for an msdp. 
Note, however, that the ddp 1: given in Example 10.1 cannot be s-repre- 
sented by an smsdp since O(Y) is not regular. 
12. POSITIVELY MONOTONE SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROCESSES (pmsdp) 
PROPOSITION 12.1. I f  17 = (M(Q, Z, qo , A, OF), h, ~o) is a pmsdp, then 
for g~ ~ E, Vx E Z*  and gq c (2, h(~, q, x) >/~ holds. 
Pro@ The proof is by induction. For x = e, h(~, q, x) = ~. Assmne that 
the statement is true for x E 27* with ] x [ = k. Then for any a ~ 27, h(s e, q, xa) = 
h(h(s e, q, x), ),(q, x), a) >/h(~, q, x) >/~. Q.E.D. 
Now consider x, y ~ 27*. If  x and y can be written as x = xlx 2 "" x~ where 
x~ e 27", and y ~-yoxxYlx2yz ... x~ye where y~. ~27", and furthermore 
(Vi ~< h)(;~(q, Yo) = q ^ A(A(q, y~x~y~'" xi), Yi) = A(q, yoxly i  ''' x~)) holds, 
then they are denoted by x ~q y. In other words, if x = a~a~ "" a,~, ai ~ 27, 
is regarded as the path a {(q, h(q, aa)), (A(q, a~), A(q, a~a~)),..., (A(q, a~a2"" a~_~), 
A(q, ala ~ "" %,))} in the state transition diagram of fa 34, then y represents 
the same path except that a certain number of cycles ~ are inserted between 
subpaths of x. 
PROPOSITION 12.2. For a pmsdp H = (M, h, ~0), 
x ~q y ~ (V~ e E)(h((, q, x) <~ h(~, q, y)). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k of y ~ yoxlylx2y2 ".. xky~. For 
k = 0, (i.e., x = ~) it is trivially true since h(~:, q, Yo) ~> ~:. Assume that it is 
true up to k. Then h(~, q, yoxly l  ". x~+ly~+~) ~ h(h(~, q, yox~y~ ''' x~yk), 
A(q, yoxly~ "." x~y~), x~+ly~+l) >~ h(h(~:, q, xlxz "" xk), A(q, xlx2 "" x~), 
xk+~y~+~) >~ h(h(~:, q, xxxz "." xk), h(q, x~xz "" x~), xk+~) -~ h(~, q, x~x2 "" x~+x). 
Q.E.D. 
4 Let  I '  = (A, B) he a graph  where  A is a set of nodes  and B C A × A is a set of 
arcs. Then  a set of arcs such  as I ~ ¢ or 2" = ((a~l , alz), (ai~ , a~) ..... (aik_ x , ai~)} is a 
path.  A path  is a cycle i f  aiz~ = ai 1 . 
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The proof of the next lemma will be given in the appendix since it is quite 
lengthy. 
LEMMA 12.3. For q, r ~ Q of fa M = (Q, Z', qo, A), let X(q, r) = 
(x ]A(q, x) =r ) .  Then for any B C X(q, r) such that lB]  =- oo (if any), there 
exists B' = {x~, x~ .... } C B satisfying [B' [ = co ^ x~ ~<~ x~ ~ "" 
THEOREM 12.4. U(C X*) e £2vmsa ~ i f  and only if U is regular. 
Proof. Necessity. We prove that AF(U) is nonempty if U ~ "QpmSdp (see 
Proposition 4.8). Let pmsdp H = (M(Q, 27, q0, A, Qr), h, ~:0) with T defined 
by xry  <> ,~(x) = ~(y) satisfy 0(17) = U. We show that R = R e ^ T~AF(U ) 
and hence AF(U ) is nonempty. First R ~ A(U) by definition (see Proposi- 
tions 4.1 and 4.2). Now assume [X*/R r = ~.  Then I Z*/R ] = oo 
(3q~ Q)(I X(qo, q)/Rr=oe) (since [Q I <~)  ~ (~qeQ)(3BCX(q o, f))(I B ]= 
oe ^  (no x ,y  e B)(xRy)) (e.g., take a string x from every equivalence 
class of X(qo, q)/R and let the resulting set of strings be B) ~ (3B' = 
{xl, x~, ...} C B)(] B' I  = oo ^  x 1%0 x~ %0"" )  (by Lemma 12.3). For these 
xl, x 2,...,/;(xl) </~(x2) <. . .  holds since ~(xl) ~< ]~(x2) ~< .:. by Proposition 12.2 
and ]~(xi) ¢/~(xg.) for i C j  by the fact that xiTxj but x~Rx~ (and hence xiRc~xy) 
does not hold for i va.]. Thus for Xl, x2, ... ~ B', {xl} \ U D {x2} \ U D ..- since 
xjy • U ~ xiy ~ Ufor i ~<j from the monotonicity of h. Now choose Yi such 
that Yi ~{xi}\U ^ Yl 6{Xi+l}\U, and let Y = {y, [ i = 1, 2,..} (note that y,'s 
are all distinct). Then since [ Y ] = oo ^  Y C Ur~oF X(q, r), there exists r E QF 
such that IY~,[ =co^ Y, CX(q,r ) ,  where Y ,=Yr3X(q , r ) .  Thus by 
Lemma 12.3, there exists Y' = {Yi~, Yi2 ,...} C Y~ such that t Y'] = 
oo ^  Yq ~q Yi~ ~q "" . Note that we have xi~yi~ , xi~y% .... e U (i.e., [ i(xi J i )  = 
li(x~jq) . . . .  ) by definitions of B' and Y'. However, this implies that 
• "" ~% xi~ ~qo xi~, where xi~, xi~ .... ~ B' are all distinct, since otherwise 
[ i (xi J i )  = ~(x i J i )  does not hold by definitions of B', Y, and Y'. 
(If x h ~qo x~,, yil ~qy i ,  and ~(xi~yq) = h(xi2Yi2 ) hold, then h(xqyi~ ) = 
[i(xixy,=) = [i(xi2Yi, ) = a(xi=Yi~) follows, since h(x~,yi, ) <~ a(xi, y%) <~ a(xi~Yi=) 
and li(x~y~)<~a(xi=yi,)<~li(xi, y~=)by definition. This implies that 
Yq , Yi~ e {xi,}\ U ^ yq , y~= e {xi~}\ U. However, this contradicts the definition 
of Y.) This is a contradiction since there exist only a finite number of distinct 
xi 's e B' satisfying xi~ ~qo xq.  This proves that ] 2*/R I < o~ and hence 
R e A~(U). 
Sufficiency. Obvious since the sdp H used in the proof of Corollary 5.4 is 
also a pmsdp. Q.E.D. 
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It  may be interesting to note that, for pmsdp, (0(17)[H is a pmsdp} D 
{O(H) [/7 is a pmsdp with F(H) = 27*}. The reason for this is that although 
any y such that x = yz also belongs to 0(17) if x e 0(/7) for a pmsdp H with 
F(/7) = 27*, there obviously exists a regular set U which does not satisfy the 
condition x ~ U =~ (Vy such that x = yz)(y E U). This displays a structual 
difference of a pmsdp from the rest of classes of sdp's. 
The next result is an obvious consequence of Theorem 12.4 (see Theorem 
11.3). 
THEOREM 12.5. Let U, V ~ f2vmsav, then (1) U C5 V, (2) U U V, (3) U, 
(4) UV, (5) U ~, (6) g(U), (7) U/V and (8) min U also belong to Dpmsav. 
The s-representation theorem of a ddp Y by a pmsdp H is more compli- 
cated. For a ddp Y = (27, S, f ) ,  and T ~ AF(S), define a directed graph Fr;r 
(possibly an infinite graph) as follows: (1) For each At ~ Y(=~ X*/Ry ^  T), 
there exists a node A¢ in Fr; T . (2) There are three types of ares in Fy;T : 
(a) (Ai , A~), Ai , Aj a Y, is an arc of type A if A i =/= A~ A AiTAj  A 
A~ ~yAj  or if 5 A~ ~ Aj ^ At ,  A5 C S ^ f(A~) < f(A~.). 
(b) (A i ,A~) ,A i ,A jEY ,  is an arc of type B if At@A~AAt ,  
Aj  C S ^ f(Ai)  = f(Aj).  
(c) (Ai,  A~), At ,  A~ ~ Y, is an arc of type C if 
(3a ~ Z) (&a(= {xa I x ~ &}) C A;). 
(Note that for any A i ~ Y, Aia is included in some Aj ~ Y since Ry A T is 
right invariant.) 
A path (or cycle) in/':~;T is inconsistent if it includes an arc of type A. 
THEOREM 12.6. A ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  is s-representable by a pmsdp if 
and only if inf{f(x) [ x ~ S} ~ -- ~ and there exists T E AF(S ) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) 6 T J-separates ~,  for every p ~ E. 
(2) Each C i ~ Z*/T  is monotone with respect to Y. 
(3) Fy; T contains no inconsistent cycle. 
5Note that Ai ~ A~AAi ,A~CSAA~TAj^ f(Ai) < f(Aj) :* As~yA~ 
definition. 
0 Strictly speaking, (1) follows from conditions (2) and (3). 
by 
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Proof. Necessity. Let H = (M(Q, Z, qo, A, QF), h, ~0) be a pmsdp 
s-representing Y'. Then (gx E Z*)(/~(e)~</~(x)) (since H is a pmsdp) 
(gx e S)(/~(e) ~</~(x)) ~ /~(e) ~ inf{f(x) I x e S} ~ inf{f(x) [ x e S} > -- or. 
Conditions (1) and (2) are obvious from Theorem 10.4. To prove (3), let 
be an inconsistent cycle in Fr : r -  Without loss of generality (Ai~, Aq) is 
assumed to be of type A. Now let (Ai~, Ai~+~) satisfy Aij v L Aij+~ ^  
A~ A~,.+~ C S h f(A~,). < f(Ai~+~). Then (Vx c A~.)(Vy ~ Ai~+~)(f(x) < 
f (y ) )  ~ (Vx ~ Ai)(Vy E A%~)(h(x) <//(y)) .  Next let (Aij , Ai,+) 
satisfy As =/= Ai ~ ^  Ai  TAi ^ Ai , Ai  (f S ^ Ai ~y  Ai • Then 
j+ i  ~ _ j+ l  i j+ l  ~" ~'+x 
(Vx e Ai)(Vy ~ Ai~+)(~(x) < h(y)) since otherwise (Vx, y e X*)(xTy ^  h(x) = 
h(y) ~ (Vz e 2:*)(xzTyz ^  [i(xz) = h(yz)) ~ xRry  ~ Aij ---- Ai~+) holds. 
Thus for any arc (Aij , Ai~+) of type A, x E Ai~ and y ~ Aij+~ satisfy h-(x) < 
/~(y). Similarly, for any arc (A~, A%x ) of type B, x ~ A~ and y E A~+~ satisfy 
]/(x) = ~(y). Now let (A¢ , A, ) be an arc of type C. Then it is possible to 
select y = xa a A,~+l, a ~X, for~any x a Ai~. For such x and y, ]~(x) ~<//(y) 
holds since H is a pmsdp. Consequently, for the inconsistent cycle fi, it is 
possible to find xi~ ~ Ai~, j = 1, 2,..., k -- 1 satisfying 
~(x,~) < ~(x,~) ~< ~(x,0) ~< -" ~< ~(x,~_) ~< ~(x,~). 
This is, however, a contradiction. 
Sufficiency. Define an equivalence relation -- on Y by (VAi, A~ ~ Y)  
(Ai -- A~ ~ (~ paths both from A i to A~ and from A~ to A i in Fr.r)  ). For 
B i , B~ ~ Y/ - - ,  it is said that there exists a path from Bi to B~ if for any 
A~ ~ B i , A~ ~ B~, there exists a path from A i to A~ in F~: r . Then a partial 
ordering ~ can be naturally defined on I1/-- by (VBi, B~ ~ Y / - - ) (B  i .~. 
B~-~ (3 a path from Bi to B~)). Let W'= {B,[(VAi  ~Bi) (Ai \S =/: ~)}. 
(Note that (~A i ~ BI)(Ai\S =/= ;g ) <=> (VA i ~ Bi)(Ai\S =/= ;g ) by the definition 
of B i ~ Y / - - . )  Let W = {x [ {x}\S =/= ;~}. (It holds x ~ W.e> Bi ~ W' where 
(~Ai ~ Bi)(x ~ Ai). ) Then consider a mapping y: W' -+ E (reals) such that 
(i) T(Bi) = f (x)  if (~A i ff Bi)(x ~ A i ^ x ~ S). 
(ii) B~ -~ B~ ^  Bi =/= B~ ~ y(B~) < y(B~). 
(iii) 7(Bo) ~< ),(B~) for all B~ ~ Y /~,  where (~A o a Bo)(e ~ A0). 
Such a 7 exists since (a) Ai -- A~ for any Ai ,  A~ C S satisfying f (A i )  = 
f(A~) because of arcs of type B; (b) (VAi, A~ C S) ( f (A  0 <f(A~) <> Bi 
B~ h B i --/= B~ , where A i ~ Bi ^ A~ ~ B~), since there exists an inconsistent path 
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from d i  to Aj  and there exists no path from A~- to Ai by assumption (3); 
(c) There exists a path consisting of arcs of type C from B 0 to any Bi ~ Y / - -  ; 
(d) inf{f(x) [ x~ S} > --oo; (e) 7(Bi) < oo for any Bie  W'  since 7(Bi) ~.~ 
f (y )  for y such that y = xz ^  (3AiEB~)(xEAi )  A XZE S; and (f) ~ is a 
partial ordering. Now define h': Z* -+ E by 
h'(x) = { YSB~) h (y) if (3A~ ~ Bi)(x ~ A i A B i @ W') otherwise, where x = yz, and y is the longest 
prefix of x satisfying y c W. 
Thus h' satisfies (gx e S)(h'(x) = f(x)), (Vx ~ Z*)(h'(e) <~ h'(x)), and 
(Vx, y ~ 2*)(xTy  ^  h'(x) <~ h'(y) ~ (Vz e 2*)(h'(xz) <~ h'(yz))). The first 
and the second statements are obvious from properties (i) and (iii) and the 
definition of h'. The last statement is proved as follows. First note that 
(Vx, y ~ W)(xTy  ^  h'(x) <~ h'(y) <=> xTy  ^  x %yy) ,  since (a) Ci eX* /T  is 
monotone with respect to Yand hence (Vx, y ~ X*)(xTy ~ x ~.  y v y ~.  x); 
/ ~ ---d- -F - - - : -  E~ f:~ \ 
q A I  i /  
7 ,," ," ,,,%-----% 
FIG. 7. l"y;r of ddp Y = (27, S, f)  and T = Rs given in Example 12.1. (Solid 
lines indicate arcs of type A. Broken lines indicate arcs of type C. Arcs of type B and 
some arcs of type A are omitted for simplicity. Double circles indicate equivalene 
classes in S.) 
643/2I]5-3 
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(b) (Vx, y~W)(xTyA xRry  ~h ' (x )=h ' (y ) )  by definition; and (c) 
(Vx, y ~ W)(xTy A X ~.r Y A ,'--, xRry  ~ Bi ~ B~ where (3A, ~ Bi)(x ~ Ai) A 
(~Aj~B~)(yEA j )  ~ h ' (x )<h ' (y ) )  by property (ii) above. Therefore 
(¥x, y E W)(xTy A h'(x) <~ h'(y) ~ xTy A X ~Z Y ~ (VZ ~ Z*)(xzTyz  ^  
xz ~. ryz )  =~ (Vz ~.S*)(h'(xz) <~ h'(yz))). For xz, yz  E W, this result is 
obvious. For xz, yz  ~ W, this result still holds since h' maintains the value 
h'(xw) and h'(yw) where xw and yw are the longest prefixes of xz and yz  
such that xw, yw ~ W, for which h'(xw) ~ h'(yw) obviously holds. (Note 
xzTyz ~ (xz ~ W A yz  ~ W) v (xz ~ W A yz  ~ W) since T ~ AF(S). ) Fur- 
thermore, (Vx, y ¢ W)(xTy  ^  h'(x) ~ h'(y) ~ (Vz e 27*)(h'(xz) = h'(x) <~ 
h'(y) = h'(yz))). Consequently, there exists an msdp H = (34, h, ~0) satis- 
fying (Vx ~X*)( l i (x)= h'(x)) by Lemma 4.11, which s-represents Y. This 
H is, in fact, a pmsdp since (Vx, y e 27*)(h'(x) ~ h'(xy)) holds because B~ 
and Bj such that (3A i ~ Bi)(x E Ai) and (3A~ e Bj)(xy e Aj) satisfy (B i -- B~ v 
Bi ~ Bj-) by arcs of type C. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 12.1. Let Y= (27, S, f )  be a ddp defined by 27={a, b, c}, 
S ~- {#b I i ~ 0} u {a~c [ i >/0}, and 
f(aib) = [~2] ,  
f(a~c) = [( i+ 1)/2], 
i=0 ,1  .... 
i = O, 1,..., 





• r ~ 1 .5~ 
"~= 0 . 5 ~ )  
The graph showing the partial ordering ~ on Y/~ of Example 12.1. 
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inf{f(x) I x E S} >/O. Z*/R s has four equivalence classes C1, Cz, C3, and 
C4, where C l={a ~li>~0}, C2={a~b]i>~0}, C 3={a~c[i>~0} and 
C a = ~,* -  C 1 - -C  2 - -C  a . Z* /Ry consists of the following equivalence 
classes: Ai = {al}, i = 0, 1, 2,..., Bi = {Wb I [j/2] = i}, i = 0, 1 ..... Di = 
{Wc [ [(j -/  1)/2] = i}, i = 0, 1,..., and E = C a . Obviously A o ~y  A~ ~-" ,  
Bo ~.~- B1 dr  "", and D O ~.y D 1 ~.r "'" hold. Consider T ~ AF(S) given 
by T=R s .  T]-separates W~={B~,D~} for every p~E,  and each 
Ci E Z* /T  obviously is monotone with respect to Y. The graph Fy;T is given 
in Fig. 7. /'r;T has no inconsistent cycle. Therefore, Y is s-representable y
a pmsdp by Theorem 12.6. To obtain a pmsdp s-representing Y, Y / - -  
(where Y = 27*/Rr) is first derived. It consists of equivalence classes 
{(D~, B~), d i ,  E I i = 0, 1,...}. The partial ordering ~ on ]I/-- is illustrated 
in Fig. 8. An example of ~, explained in the proof of the sufficiency of Theo- 
rem 12.6 is also illustrated in Fig. 8 for equivalence classes in 
W'(= {(Di, Bi), A i l i  = 0, 1,...}). h' obtained from this ~ gives rise to a 
pmsdp/7 = (M, h, 4:o) satisfying (Vx~2J*)(/~(x)= h'(x)). The detail is, 
however, omitted. 
13. ADDITIVE PROCESSES (ap) 
The class of ap's was first investigated by Karp and Held (1967) and shown 
to be quite important in practical applications. 
THEOREM 13.1. U(C ~*) ~ X2ap if and only if  U is regular. 
Pro@ Necessity. Since an ap/7 is also an smsdp, U is regular by 
Theorem 11.2. 
Sufficiency. Obvious since the sdp/7 used in the proof of Corollary 5.4 is 
also an ap. Q.E.D. 
It is also easy to prove that {O(H) ] H is an ap} = {0(/7) [/7 is an ap with 
F(H) = 2*}, since the smsdp/7 given after the proof of Theorem 11.2 is 
also an ap. 
THEOREM 13.2. Let U, V~Oap, then (1) Uc5 V, (2) Uvo V, (3) U, 
(4) UV, (5) U ~, (6) g(U), (7) U/V, and (8) min U also belong to Dap . 
For a given ddp Y = (Z', S, f ) ,  define an equivalence relation D• on Z* 
by xDyy <:> xRsy  ^  (Vxw, xz ~ S)(f(xw) - - f (yw)  = f (xz )  - f (yz) ) .  It is 
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easy to prove that D r a A(S). The next s-representation theorem by an ap 
was given by Karp and Held (1967). The proof is hence omitted. 
THEOREM 13.3. ~/ ddp Y = (Z, S, f )  is s-representable by an ap if and 
only if Dr e AF(S ). 
14. LOoP-FREE MONOTONE SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROCESSES (lmsdp) 
Although the class of lmsdp's is a very restricted subclass of msdp's, many 
optimization problems encountered in practical applications are represented 
as lmsdp's. The so-called multistage decision processes (Bellman, 1957) are 
typical examples. The class of lmsdp's also works as a core in various decision 
problems discussed in Ibaraki (1971, 1972a) in the sense that most important 
decision problems are solvable for an lmsdp. 
The w- and s-representations for an lmsdp will be discussed in this sec- 
tion. They are extremely simple and easy to apply. 
THEOREM 14.1. Let Y ~- (Z, S, f )  be a ddp. Then Y is w-representable y
an lmsdp if and only if 0(•) is a finite set. 
Proof. Necessity. Let an lmsdp/7 w-represent Y'. Then O(F) = 
0(/7) CF(/7). Thus F(//): finite ~ O(Y): finite. 
Sufficiency. Let U = O(Y). Then U is regular. Thus the msdp H con- 
structed in the proof of Corollary 5.4 satisfies U = F(/7) = 0( /7) . /7  is an 
hnsdp since F(/7) is finite. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 14.2. Let U, Vef21msap. Then (1) Un V, (2) Uk) V, 
(3) UV, (4) g R, (5) g(U), where g is a homomorphism, (6) U/V, and 
(7) min U also belong to f21msap, respectively. However, (8) G does not belong 
to ~lmsdp • 
Proof. It is obvious since U e ~Imsap <=~ U: finite. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 14.3. Let Y = (Z, S, f )  be a ddp. Then Y is s-representable y 
an lmsdp i f  and only if S is finite. 
Proof. Necessity. Obvious from its definition. 
Sufficiency. Let W =- {x ~ Z* ] (~y ~ Z*)(xy c S)}. The finiteness of W 
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follows from the finiteness of S. Let M = (O, Z, qo, ;t, Or) be an fa given 
by O = {Ix] [ x ~ W} v {qa}, q0 = [e], QF =- {Ix] I x @ S} and 
A([x],a) = t [xa] if xaeW 
[ qa otherwise, 
h(qa,a) =qa for all ac27. 
(qa works as a dead state.) Obviously F(M)  = S and each state [x] of M 
except for qa satisfies 
{x} = {y  ~ ~*  [ ~(y)  = Ix]}. 
Define an lmsdp 17 = (M, h, ~o) by 
= if(e) 
h(~:, [x], a) -~ if IL> 
h(~, qa, a) ~- 0 for all 
This hnsdp 17 s-represents Y. 
if E$S  
if e~S,  
if xa ~ S 




The main topics in this paper are the w-representation theorems and the 
s-representation theorems for various types of sequential decision processes, 
such as sdp, msdp, smsdp, pmsdp, ap and lmsdp. Also considered are the 
closure properties of sets of optimal policies defined for such sequential 
decision processes. 
There remain a number of important problems to be solved. Among them 
are decision problems related to the above theorems, which would be partic- 
ularly interesting: For example, give an algorithm (if any) for deciding if a 
given ddp is s(w)-representable y a specific class of sequential decision 
process; decide if Uv3 V~K2msel p or not for given U, V@~Qmsdp , etc. It is 
also important from the view point of practical applications to obtain an 
algorithm (if any) for calculating x ~ 0(17) for an arbitrarily given sdp (or 
msdp, etc.)/7. 
In order to discuss these basic problems, we must restrict he models of 
sequential decision processes further, since the present definitions appear 
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too broad for such treatment. Probably, the minimum requirement for that 
would be to assume that f of ddp Y ~- (2J, S, f )  and / /o f /7  = (M,  h, ~o) 
be recursive functions on S and 27*, respectively (i.e., f (x )  or h(x) can be 
computed in a finite number of steps). Under these additional assumptions, 
Ibaraki (1971, 1972a) has shown that there is no algorithm to calculate 
x ~ O(H)  for an arbitrarily given sdp or msdp H; but such an algorithm 
exists for an arbitrarily given smsdp, pmsdp, ap, and lmsdp. Other decision 
problems as mentioned above are also considered therein. In Ibaraki (1972d), 
the minimization of various types of sdp's are extensively studied. A minimal 
sdp can be obtained for some classes but there exists no algorithm for other 
classes. 
This paper is a slightly shortened version of Ibaraki (1972c), which is 
available through the author. 
APPENDIX:  PROOF OF LEMMA 12.3 
To prove Lemma 12.3, we introduce several definitions and prove a series 
of lemmas. 
Let M ~ (Q, Z', qo, A) be an fa. For q, r ~ Q, let X(q,  r) = {x ~ 27* I ),(q, x) 
r}. Let C ~ {(q, a) ] q ~ Q, a e 27}. Obviously 1 C I = r Q P [ 27 / < oe. Define 
a mapping ¢: X(q,  r) -~  C*  (=  the set of strings generated by symbols in 
C) by 
¢(x = a la~'"ak)  = (q, al)(A(q, a~), a~)(A(q, ala2), aa) -'- (A(q, a la2""%_~) ,  a,~). 
(Of course A(q, ala 2 "" ak) ~ r since x ~ X(q,  r).) This mapping is one-to-one 
and into. Let Wqr = {¢(x) I x ~ X(q,  r)}. For or, p E C*, a partial ordering 
relation --+ is defined by a --+ p <=> a ~ ~1a2 "" ~ ^ p =- po~lPl~2p2 "'" (r~pk , 
where a i , p~ ~ C*. 
I~EMMA A. 1, Let  cr, p e Wqr . I f  a - - .  p, then ¢-1(a) ~q ¢-1(p) holds. 
Proof. For simplicity, let a z aW2 and p = alpla 2 . Since ~, p ~ Wqr, 
this implies ;~(A(q, al) , Pl) " A(q, al), and hence ~-l(a) ~q ¢-1(p). The general 
case can be similarly proved. Q.E.D. 
LEIVIMA A.2. Consider D C C* satisfying ] D [ = 0% where it is permit ted 
for  a string ~ C* to appear in D repeatedly. I f  there exists no subset D'  = 
{3a, 33 ,...} of  D satisfying 1 D '  [ = oo ^ 31 --+ 32 --+ "" ", then there must exist 
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a subset D" of D with [D" I = oo such that for any two elements 34,35 in D" 
neither 8~ --+ 3~ nor 3~ --+ 3~ holds. 
Proof. Assume that the lemma does not hold. Let M C D be the set of 
all maximal elements inD(34 ~ D is maximal if there exists no 3~ 6 D such that 
~4 ~ 35 ^  i ~ j). Since no 34,3~ e M satisfy 3~ -+ 3~- or 8~ --+ ~,  I M I < oo 
follows by assumption. Then M ~ D - -  M is an infinite set. In addition, for 
any 8~ e M there exists 35 e _/~ such that 3~ --~ 3j. Thus it is easy to obtain 
D'  = {3~, 3~ .... } satisfying 3~ -+ 3~ --+ "" . This is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA A.3. Let D C C* be as defined in Lemma _/1.2. Then there exists 
D' = {31 , 32 .... } C D satisfying [D '  I = oo ^ 31 -+ 3 z --+ -... 
Proof. Proof is by induction on k = [ C [. For k : I, it is trivially true 
since any 3i, 3j. ~ C* satisfy either 8i -+ 3j or ~j ~ 3 i . Then assume that it 
is true for k but not true for k + 1. By Lemma A.2, there exists D" : 
{31,32 .... }CD with [D" I  : °o  such that no pair ~i,~5 ~D"  satisfies 
~i--+ 35 or ~j--+ 3i. Let 51 e D" be the shortest in length among all strings 
in D" (if there is more than one, take any), where 51 : YlVz "'" Y~, 7i ~ C. 
Then any 3j ~ D" can be decomposed as follows: 3j : PJoYiP~iYz "'" P~;-iY~PJz~ 
where l~- < e, PJ4-1 ~ (C - -  {7i})*, i = 1, 2,..., lj + 1. This decomposition is 
unique, l 5 < e holds because ~1 ~ 35 does not hold. Although the subscript 
l~ in the decomposition may vary with j, there is at least one l for which 
lj = l holds for infinitely many j. Hence we assume that l 5 = l for all 3j ~ D" 
without loss of generality. Now define H 1 = {PJ0 ]J = 1, 2,..} C (C - -  {Yl})* 
(the same string may appear repeatedly in //1). Note that [ C - -  {71}1 = k 
and then there exists //1' ={P~'~0, P&o .... }CH 1 with I / /1 ' ]  = oo ^  
t t  PJ~0--+ P&0 ~ "", by the induction hypothesis. Based on Hi ' ,  define D 1 = 
{35~, 3&,...}. D~' satisfies D~ C D" ^ [ D~ ] = oo ^ PJ~o-~ P&o--+ "'" • Now 
assume that D~ C D" (u ~ l) is obtained where D~ = {3~, 3~ .... } satisfies 
1 D~ ] = oo ^ (Vi ~ {0, 1,..., u - -  1})(ps~i -+ P.~i --+ ""). Apply a similar 
argument to Hu+~ ={p~,  ps~, . . .}C(C- -{Y~+l})*  to obtain H~,+I = 
{p~,  p~ . . . . .  } C H~+ 1 for which [ H'~+ 1 ] = oo ^  p~ ~--+ pt ~ -+ ... hold. 
= , r D tt Define D~+ 1 CD~ by /5~+ 1 {3t~ 3~, ,...}. F om ~+1 construct Du+ 1 = 
{3v~ , 3% ,...} C/%+1 satisfying 
I D~+x [ = oo A (Vi ~ {0, 1,..., u})(p,,~-~ p, , ,~-, . . . ) .  
This is possible, as explained hereafter. First take any 3 ~/)~+~ and let 3 
be 3% . Assume that 3v~ ,..., 3% of D~+I are determined, where 3% = 3t~ of 
D,+~ = 3~o of D~. Since there exist only a finite number of 3ta(-~- ~s~) in 
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/5,,+1 satisfying ta <~ t b or s~ ~< so, we can have a 3t,(---- 3s~) e/?~+1 satisfying 
t~<t  I and s c<s~.  Let  3 t lbe  S~ . Thenp,  i - -+pv i fo r i=0,1 , . . . ,u .  
a+l  t,' a a+l  
Continuing this process we will have Du+ 1 as defined above. However, the 
application of the result to u ~-- l yields D~'+I = (~r~, 3r~ .... } C D" satisfying 
I nz'+~ ] = ~ ^ (Vie {0, 1,..., l})(Pr~ -~ Pr2i -+ ' "  "), which implies ~h-+ 3~. --> " " .  
Th is  contradicts the fact that D" has no 3i ,  3J e D", i =/= j ,  satisfying 3i -+ 3~ 
or ~- -+ 3i .  Q.E.D.  
LEMMA 12.3. For q, r ~ Q of fa M = (Q, Z, qo, A), let X(q, r) = 
{x ] h(q, x) = r}. Then for any B C X(q, r) such that [ B ] = co (if any), there 
exists B '  = {xl , x2 ,...} C B with the property [B'  ] = oo ^ x 1 ~q x 2 ~q .. ' .  
Pro@ Let  D--- -{¢(x) l x~B}CWqr .  Since ]D I  =°v  by assumption, 
we can obtain D '  = {31,32 ,...} C D such that I D '  ] ----- ov ^ ~1 ~ 33-~ "'" 
by Lemma A.3. Thus  for B'={x l ,  x2 .... } where x 1 = ¢-~(~1), x2 = 
¢-1(82),... , x 1 ~q x 2 ~q .." holds by Lemma A.1. Q.E.D. 
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